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The complete reference guide
to the hot technology of
cloud computing Its potential
for lowering IT costs makes
cloud computing a major force
for both IT vendors and
users; it is expected to gain
momentum rapidly with the
launch of Office Web Apps
later this year. Because
cloud computing involves
various technologies,
protocols, platforms, and
infrastructure elements, this
comprehensive reference is
just what you need if you?ll
be using or implementing
cloud computing. Cloud
computing offers significant
cost savings by eliminating
upfront expenses for hardware
and software; its growing
popularity is expected to
skyrocket when Microsoft
introduces Office Web Apps
This comprehensive guide
helps define what cloud
computing is and thoroughly
explores the technologies,
protocols, platforms and
infrastructure that make it
so desirable Covers mobile
cloud computing, a
significant area due to everincreasing cell phone and
smartphone use Focuses on the
platforms and technologies
essential to cloud computing
Anyone involved with
planning, implementing,
using, or maintaining a cloud
computing project will rely
on the information in Cloud
Computing Bible.
Expert Oracle Application

Express Security covers all
facets of security related to
Oracle Application Express
(APEX) development. From
basic settings that can
enhance security, to
preventing SQL Injection and
Cross Site Scripting attacks,
Expert Oracle Application
Express Security shows how to
secure your APEX applictions
and defend them from
intrusion. Security is a
process, not an event. Expert
Oracle Application Express
Security is written with that
theme in mind. Scott
Spendolini, one of the
original creators of the
product, offers not only
examples of security best
practices, but also provides
step-by-step instructions on
how to implement the
recommendations presented. A
must-read for even the most
experienced APEX developer,
Expert Oracle Application
Express Security can help
your organization ensure
their APEX applications are
as secure as they can be.
The Global Innovation Index
2020 provides detailed
metrics about the innovation
performance of 131 countries
and economies around the
world. Its 80 indicators
explore a broad vision of
innovation, including
political environment,
education, infrastructure and
business sophistication. The
2020 edition sheds light on
the state of innovation
financing by investigating
the evolution of financing
mechanisms for entrepreneurs
and other innovators, and by
pointing to progress and
remaining challenges –
including in the context of
the economic slowdown induced
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by the coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) crisis.
Practical Database
Programming with Visual
Basic.NET The most up-to-date
Visual Basic.NET programming
textbook—covering both
fundamentals and advancedlevel programming
techniques—complete with
examples and solutions Visual
Basic.NET (VB.NET) is an
object-oriented computer
programming language that can
be viewed as an evolution of
the classic Visual Basic
(VB), which is implemented on
the .NET Framework. Microsoft
currently supplies two major
implementations of Visual
Basic: Microsoft Visual
Studio (which is commercial
software) and Microsoft
Visual Studio Express (which
is free of charge). Forgoing
the large amounts of
programming codes found in
most database programming
books, Practical Database
Programming with Visual
Basic.NET shows students and
professionals both how to
develop professional and
practical database programs
in a Visual Basic.NET
environment by using Visual
Studio.NET Data Tools and
Wizards related to ADO.NET
4.0, and how to apply codes
that are auto-generated by
solely using Wizards. The
fully updated Second Edition:
Covers both fundamentals and
advanced database programming
techniques Introduces three
popular database systems with
practical examples including
MS Access, SQL Server 2008,
and Oracle Features more than
fifty sample projects with
detailed illustrations and
explanations to help students
understand key techniques and
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developers to start coding too soon. Small
Gives insight into the components necessary
applications that consist of tens of pages can for a professional looking mobile application.
be coded without a lot of design work because Helps you become an even better and more allthey can be re-factored quickly when design
round Oracle Application Express developer.
flaws are discovered. Design flaws in large
What you’ll learn Build mobile applications to
cloud and enterprise applications that consist run from iPhones, iPads, Android devices, and
of hundreds or thousands of pages are not so Windows-based phones and tablets. Make
easy to re-factor due to the time needed to
enterprise reporting and business functions
redevelop and retest the application, not to
accessible to mobile devices. Customize the
mention the risk of breaking functionality in
look-and-feel of your mobile applications.
subtle ways. Designing a large application
Respond to gestures such as swiping and
before coding starts is a profitable exercise
pointing, and to changes in device orientation.
because a thoughtful design goes a long way Enhance mobile applications through the use
in mitigating cost overruns and schedule
of plugins. Deploy applications into the Apple
slippage while simultaneously enhancing
and Android stores. Who this book is for
quality. This book takes into account
Oracle Application Express for Mobile Web
perspectives from other non-developer
Applications is aimed at Oracle Application
stakeholders such as maintenance
Express developers wanting to develop and
developers, business analysts, testers,
deploy applications for use on mobile devices.
technical writers, end users, and business
The book is also useful to any developer in an
owners. Overlooking these perspectives is one Oracle Database environment who is looking
This textbook offers undergraduate students of the chief causes of expensive rework late in for a quick-and-easy, yet powerful way to
an introduction to the main principles and
the development cycle. Oracle Application
extend business functions and reporting to
some of the most popular techniques that
Express by Design illustrates APEX design
mobile devices. Table of Contents Introduction
constitute ‘software quality assurance’. The
principles by using architecture diagrams,
to APEX for Mobile Development Creating
book seeks to engage students by placing an screen shots, and explicit code snippets to
Mobile Pages Presenting Data through List
emphasis on the underlying foundations of
guide developers through the many design
Views Accepting Input via Forms Displaying
modern quality-assurance techniques , using choices and complex interrelationship issues Calendars and Charts Implementing a
these to highlight why techniques work, as
that must be evaluated before embarking on Navigation Springboard Theming Your Mobile
opposed to merely focussing on how they
large APEX projects. This book: Guides you
Application Working with Dynamic Actions
work. In doing so it provides readers with a
through important, up-front APEX design
Deploying Applications Natively Securing your
comprehensive understanding of where
decisions Helps you to optimize your design by Mobile Application
software quality fits into the development
keeping all stakeholders in mind Explicit code Expert Oracle Application Express brings you
lifecycle (spoiler: everywhere), and what the
groundbreaking insights into developing with
examples show how design impacts cost,
key quality assurance activities are. The book schedule, and quality What You Will Learn
Oracle’s enterprise-level, rapid-development
focuses on quality assurance in a way that
Pick and choose from the list of designs before tool from some of the best practitioners in the
typical, more generic software engineering
field today. Oracle Application Express (APEX)
coding begins Bake optimal quality into the
reference books do not. It is structured so that underlying fabric of an APEX application Think is an entirely web-based development
it can (and should) be read from cover to
framework that is built into every edition of
and design from outside the developer’s
cover throughout the course of a typical
narrow perspective Optimize APEX application Oracle Database. The framework rests upon
university module. Specifically, it is Concise: it designs to satisfy multiple stakeholder groups Oracle’s powerful PL/SQL language, enabling
is small enough to be readable in its entirety
power users and developers to rapidly develop
Evaluate design options through hands-on,
over the course of a typical software
applications that easily scale to hundreds,
explicit code examples Define and measure
engineering module. Explanatory: topics are
success for large cloud and enterprise APEX even thousands of concurrent users. The 13
discussed not merely in terms of what they
authors of Expert Oracle Application Express
applications Who This Book Is For APEX
are, but also why they are the way they are – developers and development teams
build their careers around APEX. They know
what events, technologies, and individuals or Oracle Application Express for Mobile Web
what it takes to make the product
organisations helped to shape them into what Applications is an action driven book, taking
sing—developing secure applications that can
they are now. Applied: topics are covered with you by the hand through all required steps in be deployed globally to users inside and
a view to giving the reader a good idea of how building your very own web application that will outside a large enterprise. The authors come
they can be applied in practice, and by
run on phones, tablets, and other mobile
together in this book to share some of their
pointing, where possible, to evidence of their devices. Because you’ve built every piece of it deepest and most powerful insights into
efficacy. The book starts from some of the
yourself, you will know exactly how every tiny solving the difficult problems surrounding
most general notions (e.g. quality and
part is used and how you can tweak it to your scalability, globalization, configuration and
development process), and gradually homes- own – or your customer's – taste. Oracle
lifecycle management, and more. You’ll learn
in on the more specific activities, assuming
Application Express is widely known in the
about debugging and performance, deep
knowledge of the basic notions established in Oracle community as a great tool for creating secrets to customizing your application user
prior chapters. Each chapter concludes with a web applications suitable for desktop
interface, how to secure applications from
“Key Points” section, summarising the main
browsers. Features have now been added to intrusion, and about deploying globally in
issues that have been covered in the chapter. open up the world of mobile browsing, bringing multiple languages. Expert Oracle Application
Throughout the book there are exercises that the simplicity and expressiveness of Appliction Express is truly a book that will move you and
serve to remind readers of relevant parts in
Express to bear in developing applications to your skillset a big step towards the apex of
the book that have been covered previously, run with an almost-native look and feel on
Application Express development. Presents
and give them the opportunity to reflect on a
platforms such as iOS, Android, and Windows best-practices and development insights from
particular topic and refer to related references. Phone. Oracle Application Express for Mobile leading experts in the field Addresses
Learn the many design decisions that must be Web Applications helps you translate your
globalization, scalability, security, and other
made before starting to build a large Oracle
knowledge of Oracle Application Express into concerns of enterprise-level development
Application Express (APEX) application for
developing for mobile devices. The book and Shows how to customize APEX for your own
the cloud or enterprise. One of APEX's key
its running example provide all the knowledge application needs
strengths is the fact that it is a Rapid
you need to create professional looking mobile Create Dynamic Web Pages with OAE
Application Development (RAD) tool. This is
web applications. Takes you through building Expert Oracle Application Express Security
also a major weakness when it tempts
Oracle Application Express 4 Recipes
a mobile web application from start to finish.

programming technologies
Includes downloadable
programming codes and
exercise questions This book
provides undergraduate and
graduate students as well as
database programmers and
software engineers with the
necessary tools to handle the
database programming issues
in the Visual Studio.NET
environment.
Signs and Symbols
Their Design and Meaning
Oracle APEX Best Practices
Software Quality Assurance
History and Future
Oracle PL/SQL Best Practices
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Effective Oracle by Design
Power Pivot and Power Bi: The Excel User's
Guide to Dax, Power Query, Power Bi &
Power Pivot in Excel 2010-2016
Rapid Application Development for Web and
Mobile

practice exams • Detailed answers and
Who This Book Is For Developers at all
explanations
expertise levels as well as business
Building on your existing SQL skills, this book professionals and UX designers with an interest
teaches you how to apply useful jQuery
in using IT to quickly solve simple business
techniques to applications developed using the problems. Because this tool is based on a
Oracle Application Express (APEX)
modern low-code approach, no prior
Enterprise Manager 12c (EM12c), Oracle’s
development tool. Pro jQuery in Oracle
programming experience is necessary to benefit
newest and fully-integrated enterprise
Application Express covers the fundamentals from the book.
management product, now provides a complete
you need to start enhancing your applications, Handbook for Delivering Project Success
cloud lifecycle management solution and
with some practical examples that you'll want Scale, Space, and Canon in Ancient Literary
enterprise environment management interface.
in your own applications tomorrow. jQuery is a Culture
Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c opens
framework already utilized by APEX, and by Gregg Shorthand
up the secrets of this incredible management
learning the basics of jQuery you can leverage Easy HTML-DB Oracle Application Express
tool, saving you time while enhancing your
Cloud Computing Bible
the flexible dynamic actions provide and see
visibility as someone management can rely
your applications raise the bar. Discover why Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques
upon to deliver reliable database service in
you should embrace HTML5, CSS, and jQuery Before You Ever Put the First
today’s increasingly chaotic and changelibrary capabilities, and how they can enhance Shovel in the Ground—This Book
driven IT environment. Expert Oracle
the user experience. Oracle Application
Could Be the Difference Between a
Enterprise Manager 12c covers all the topics
Express is a mature, browser-based, rapidSuccessful Mining Operation and a
you demand and need to function effectively,
development environment with a strong
Money Pit Opening a successful
from basic monitoring and configuration to
community base around the #orclapex tag.
new mine is a vastly complex
advanced metric extensions and plugins. RealjQuery is a language for the browser, with it
life scenarios and demonstrations place you in
undertaking entailing several years
you can treat your web page as if it were a
the comfort zone of using the EM12c console,
database, interacting with a range of features and millions to billions of dollars. In
and the experienced author team provides deep
today’s world, when environmental
and functions that can make you into a more
understanding of the inner workings of this
and labor policies, regulatory
constructive, more efficient developer.
new Enterprise Manager. Database
Exemplifies how productive APEX, CSS, and compliance, and impact on the
administrators and system administrators are
jQuery can be Transforms your PL/SQL skills community must be factored in, you
expected to offer increasing levels of service
to CSS and jQuery Provides jQuery snippets to cannot afford to make a mistake. So
for 24X7 systems and newer cloud
enhance your application UX
the Society for Mining, Metallurgy
environments. Em12c offers robust, end-to-end
Build and deploy an attractive, user-friendly
& Exploration has created this road
intelligent management of the complete
web or mobile application in one day or less
map for you. Written by two handsenvironment. It includes direct, real-time
using Oracle’s new, low-code development
on, in-the-trenches mining project
integration with Oracle’s online
tool: Visual Builder Cloud Service. Today’s IT
managers with decades of
knowledgebase. Expert Oracle Enterprise
world is fast-paced, and the ability to rapidly
experience who bring some of the
Manager 12c helps you master this important
deliver running code is the most crucial and
tool and manage any challenge that comes
world’s most successful, profitable
sought-after skill a developer can have. Oracle
your way. Provides example solutions to
mines into operation on time, within
has brought together their enterprise
everyday problems through EM12c features.
experience, advanced usability knowledge, and budget, and ethically, Project
Explains the changes in EM12c, included
Management for Mining gives you
their best cloud engineering to produce an
trusted extensions. Focuses on advanced
step-by-step instructions in every
innovative platform giving developers
aspects of the EM12c interface.
process you are likely to
unprecedented productivity. You will learn
A fully updated, integrated self-study system
how to use all aspects of Oracle Visual Builder encounter. Beginning with a
for the Oracle Database SQL Exam This
Cloud Service to build web or mobile
discussion of mining ethics and
thoroughly revised Oracle Press guide offers
applications. Using the fully browser-based
governance, this clearly written
100% coverage of all objectives on the latest
development environment, you’ll gain
handbook walks you through all the
version of the Oracle Database SQL Exam.
experience with all the modern user-interface project management steps—defining
Ideal both as a study guide and on-the-job
components that the tool offers for a visual,
the scope, performing prefeasibility
reference, OCA Oracle Database SQL Exam
user-interface-driven, development approach.
and feasibility studies, gaining
Guide (Exam 1Z0-071) features detailed
You'll also see how to use the integrated data
explanations, examples, practice questions, and
societal acceptance, minimizing the
management capabilities and existing REST
chapter summaries. “Certification Objectives,”
data services to store your data, and learn how impact and risks, creating workable
“Exam Watch,” and “On the Job” sections
to easily transfer applications to a test/staging schedules and budgets, setting in
reinforce salient points throughout. You will
place the project execution plan,
environment and later to production, while
gain access to two complete practice exams
assembling the human resources,
continuing to develop the next version in the
that match the tone, tenor, and format of the
hiring the contractors, and
development environment. What You'll
live test. Get complete coverage every topic on
LearnBuild great-looking web and mobile
establishing project controls—and
Exam 1Z0-071, including: • DDL and SQL
applications in a browser-based, visual design then on into the delivery of the
SELECT statements • Manipulating,
environment Define custom business logic in engineering and design,
restricting, and sorting data • Single-row and
the visual logic editor or with JavaScript
construction, progress reviews, pregroup functions • Displaying data from
Manage multiple concurrent application
launch commissioning, and ramping
multiple tables • Subqueries • Schema objects
versions from development through staging and
up for operation. Each chapter
• Set operators • Grouping related data •
production Define business objects with
includes several useful aids such as
Report creation • Data dictionary views •
validation logic for application-specific data
Large data sets • Hierarchical retrieval •
figures, checklists, and flowcharts
Communicate with, and draw data from,
Regular expression support • User access
existing REST web services Use Visual Builder to guide you through every step,
control The electronic includes: • Two full
Cloud Service to expand Oracle SaaS solutions from conception through successful
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opening.
blogger and practitioner, the book's for data visualization, an essential skill required in
today’s information-rich world. With foundations
This unique text draws on the tools concepts and approach are
rooted in statistics, psychology, and computer
of modern linguistics to help the
introduced in a step-by-step manner science, data visualization offers practitioners in
tailored to the learning style of
student acquire an effective
almost every field a coherent way to share findings
understanding of learned,
Excel users everywhere. The
from original research, big data, learning analytics,
specialized, and scientific
techniques presented allow users to and more. In nine appealing chapters, the book:
produce, in hours or even minutes, examines the role of data graphics in decisionvocabulary. English Vocabulary
making, sharing information, sparking discussions,
Elements (EVE) helps develop
results that formerly would have
and inspiring future research; scrutinizes data
familiarity with over 350 Latin and taken entire teams weeks or
graphics, deliberates on the messages they convey,
months to produce. The "patternGreek word elements in English,
and looks at options for design visualization; and
and shows how these roots are the like" techniques and best practices includes cases and interviews to provide a
contemporary view of how data graphics are used by
building blocks within thousands of contained in this book have been
professionals across industries Both novices and
different words. Along the way the developed and refined over two
authors introduce and illustrate
years of onsite training with Excel seasoned designers in education, business, and other
areas can use this book’s effective, linear process to
many of the fundamental concepts users around the world, and the key develop data visualization literacy and promote
of linguistics. Offering a thorough
lessons from those seminars
exploratory, inquiry-based approaches to
costing thousands of dollars per day visualization problems.
approach to the expansion of
vocabulary, EVE is an invaluable
are now available within the pages Tom Kyte of Oracle Magazine’s “Ask Tom”
column has written the definitive guide to designing
resource that provides students a
of this easy-to-follow guide. This
updated edition covers new features and building high-performance, scalable Oracle
deeper understanding of the
applications. The book covers schema design, SQL
language. This book will be useful introduced with Office 2015.
and PL/SQL, tables and indexes, and much more.
to upper level high school students, Principles and Practice
From the exclusive publisher of Oracle Press books,
undergraduates in English,
Management of Data
this is a must-have resource for all Oracle developers
and DBAs.
Linguistics, and Classics
World Investment Report 2020
International Production Beyond the Pandemic
departments, ESL students, and
Procurement of Works
Global Innovation Index 2020
anyone interested in building
Computer Applications in Food
Expert Oracle Application Express
vocabulary skills. This edition is
Technology
Oracle Visual Builder Cloud Service Revealed
refined and thoroughly updated. It Pro jQuery in Oracle Application
XQuery, XPath, and SQL/XML in context
includes updated cultural
Express
Mathematical Writing
*
A
proven
best-seller
by
the
most
recognized
Oracle
references, and the authors have
The research area of music information
expert in the world. * The best Oracle book ever
revised and improved the pedagogy
retrieval has gradually evolved to address the
written. It defines what Oracle really is, and why it is
based on classroom experience. In so powerful. * Inspired by the thousands of questions challenges of effectively accessing and
particular they account for
Tom has answered on his http://asktom.oracle.com interacting large collections of music and
variations in pronunciation among
associated data, such as styles, artists, lyrics,
site. It tackles the problems that developers and
DBAs struggle with every day. * Provides everything and reviews. Bringing together an
students; clarify when historical
details are important or peripheral; you need to know to program correctly with the
interdisciplinary array of top researchers,
database and exploit its feature-set effectively.
and improve the many examples
Music Data Mining presents a variety of
The 30th edition of the World Investment Report
and exercises that form the core of looks at the prospects for foreign direct investment approaches to successfully employ data
the book.
and international production during and beyond the mining techniques for the purpose of music
The fifth edition of Modern
processing. The book first covers music data
global crisis triggered by the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. The Report not only
Database Management has been
mining tasks and algorithms and audio
updated to reflect the most current projects the immediate impact of the crisis on
feature extraction, providing a framework for
investment flows, but also assesses how it could affect
database content available. It
subsequent chapters. With a focus on data
a long-term structural transformation of
provides sound, clear, and current international production. The theme chapter of the classification, it then describes a
coverage of the concepts, skills, and Report reviews the evolution of international
computational approach inspired by human
issues needed to cope with an
production networks over the past three decades and auditory perception and examines
expanding organisational resource. examines the configuration of these networks today. instrument recognition, the effects of music
It then projects likely course changes for the next
While sufficient technical detail is
on moods and emotions, and the
decade due to the combined effects of the pandemic
provided, the emphasis remains on
connections between power laws and music
and pre-existing megatrends, including the new
management and implementation
aesthetics. Given the importance of social
industrial revolution, the sustainability imperative
issues pertinent in a business
and the retreat of laissez faire policies. The system of aspects in understanding music, the text
information systems curriculum.
addresses the use of the Web and peer-tointernational production underpins the economic
Microsoft PowerPivot is a free add- growth and development prospects of most
peer networks for both music data mining
countries
around
the
world.
Governments
on to Excel from Microsoft that
and evaluating music mining tasks and
worldwide will need to adapt their investment and
allows users to produce new kinds
algorithms. It also discusses indexing with
development strategies to a changing international
of reports and analyses that were
tags and explains how data can be collected
production landscape. At the request of the UN
simply impossible before, and this General Assembly, the Report has added a dedicated using online human computation games. The
book is the first to tackle DAX
final chapters offer a balanced exploration of
section on investment in the Sustainable
Development Goals, to review global progress and
formulas, the core capability of
hit song science as well as a look at symbolic
propose
possible
courses
of
action.
PowerPivot, from the perspective of
musicology and data mining. The
Data Visualization Made Simple is a practical guide
the Excel audience. Written by the
multifaceted nature of music information
to the fundamentals, strategies, and real-world cases
world's foremost PowerPivot
often requires algorithms and systems using
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sophisticated signal processing and machine guide
what it takes to make the product
learning techniques to better extract useful
Data Visualization Made Simple
sing—developing secure applications that can
information. An excellent introduction to the Who Will Finance Innovation?
be deployed globally to users inside and
field, this volume presents state-of-the-art
Consistency in the Face of Complexity and outside a large enterprise. The authors come
techniques in music data mining and
together in this book to share some of their
Change
information retrieval to create novel ways of English Vocabulary Elements
deepest and most powerful insights into
interacting with large music collections.
solving the difficult problems surrounding
Coal Geology
In this book, Steven Feuerstein, widely
Use of Spreadsheets in Graphical, Statistical, globalization, configuration and lifecycle
recognized as one of the world's experts on And Process Analysis
management, and more. New in this edition
the Oracle PL/SQL language, distills his many Discusses the elements of a sign, and looks at for APEX 5.0 is coverage of Oracle REST
years of programming, writing, and teaching pictograms, alphabets, calligraphy,
Data Services, map integration, jQuery with
about PL/SQL into a set of PL/SQL language monograms, text type, numerical signs,
APEX, and the new Page Designer. You’ll
learn about debugging and performance,
"best practices"--rules for writing code that is symbols, and trademarks
readable, maintainable, and efficient. Too
deep secrets to customizing your application
A global exploration of coal geology, from
often, developers focus on simply writing
u ser interface, how to secure applications
production and use to chemical properties
programs that run without errors--and ignore and coal petrology Coal Geology, 3rd
from intrusion, and about deploying globally
the impact of poorly written code upon both Edition, offers a revised and updated edition in multiple languages. Expert Oracle
system performance and their ability (and
Application Express, 2nd Edition is truly a
of this popular book which provides a
their colleagues' ability) to maintain that code comprehensive overview of the field of coal book that will move you and your skillset a
big step towards the apex of Application
over time.Oracle PL/SQL Best Practices is a geology including coal geophysics,
concise, easy-to-use reference to Feuerstein's hydrogeology and mining. Also covered in Express development. Contains all-new
recommendations for excellent PL/SQL
content on Oracle REST Data Services,
this volume are fully revised coverage of
coding. It answers the kinds of questions
resource and reserve definitions, equipment jQuery in APEX, and map integration
PL/SQL developers most frequently ask about and recording techniques together with the Addresses globalization and other concerns of
their code: How should I format my code?
use of coal as an alternative energy source as enterprise-level development Shows how to
What naming conventions, if any, should I
well as environmental implications. This third customize APEX for your own application
use? How can I write my packages so they can edition provides a textbook ideally suited to needs
be more easily maintained? What is the most anyone studying, researching or working in A Complete Study System for OCA Exam
efficient way to query information from the the field of coal geology, geotechnical
1Z0-061 Prepare for the Oracle Certified
database? How can I get all the developers on engineering and environmental science. Fills Associate Oracle Database 12c SQL
my team to handle errors the same way? The the gap between academic aspects of coal
Fundamentals I exam with this Oracle Press
book contains 120 best practices, divided by geology and the practical role of geology in guide. Each chapter features challenging
topic area. It's full of advice on the program the coal industry Examines sedimentological exercises, a certification summary, a twodevelopment process, coding style, writing
minute drill, and a self-test to reinforce the
and stratigraphical geology, together with
SQL in PL/SQL, data structures, control
topics presented. This authoritative resource
mining, geophysics, hydrogeology,
structures, exception handling, program and environmental issues and coal marketing
helps you pass the exam and also serves as an
package construction, and built-in packages. Defines global coal resource classifications
essential, on-the-job reference. Get complete
It also contains a handy, pull-out quick
coverage of all OCA objectives for exam
and methods of calculation Addresses the
reference card. As a helpful supplement to the alternative uses of coal as a source of energy 1Z0-061, including: Data retrieval using the
text, code examples demonstrating each of
Covers a global approach to coal producers SQL SELECT statement Restricting and
the best practices are available on the O'Reilly and consumers
sorting data Single-row functions Using
web site.Oracle PL/SQL Best Practices is
conversion functions and conditional
Expert Oracle Application Express, 2nd
intended as a companion to O'Reilly's larger Edition is newly updated for APEX 5.0 and expressions Reporting aggregated data with
Oracle PL/SQL books. It's a compact,
the group functions Displaying data from
brings deep insight from some of the best
readable reference that you'll turn to again
APEX practitioners in the field today. You'll multiple tables with joins Using subqueries to
and again--a book that no serious developer learn about important features in APEX 5.0, solve problems Using the set operators
can afford to be without.
and how those can be applied to make your Manipulating data with DML statements
In clearly written chapters you will be guided development work easier and with greater
Using DDL statements to create and manage
through different aspects of Oracle
impact on your business. Oracle Application tables Electronic content includes: 150+
Application Express. Varying from setting up Express (APEX) is an entirely web-based
practice exam questions with detailed answers
your environment to maximizing SQL and
and explanations Score report performance
development framework that is built into
assessment tool
PL/SQL. Examples are given based on a
every edition of Oracle Database. The
simple but appealing case. This book is filled framework rests upon Oracle’s powerful
Integrative Bioinformatics
with best practices on how to make the most PL/SQL language, enabling power users and Oracle Database XE 11gR2 Jump Start Guide
of Oracle APEX. Developers beginning with developers to rapidly develop applications
Querying XML
application development as well as those who that easily scale to hundreds, even thousands Project Management for Mining
are experienced will benefit from this book. of concurrent users. APEX has seen meteoric Practical Database Programming with Visual
You will need to have basic knowledge of
growth and is becoming the tool of choice for Basic.NET
SQL and PL/SQL to follow the examples in ad-hoc application development in the
Insights into Becoming Visual
This book will help those wishing to teach a course in
this book.
enterprise. The many authors of Expert
technical writing, or who wish to write themselves.
Build and manage your Oracle Database XE Oracle Application Express, 2nd Edition
environment with this fast paced, practical
build their careers around APEX. They know A history of ancient literary culture told through the
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quantitative facts of canon, geography, and scale.
results, if you know how to express and execute and methods for data clustering. The remaining
The Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) recently
those queries. For software developers and
chapters discuss the outlier detection and the
endorsed the use of computers in food science
systems architects: this book teaches the most
trends, applications, and research frontiers in data
education. The minimum standards for degrees in
useful approaches to querying XML documents mining. This book is intended for Computer
food science, as suggested by IFT,"require the
and repositories. This book will also help
Science students, application developers, business
students to use computers in the solution of
managers and project leaders grasp how
professionals, and researchers who seek
problems, the collection and analysis of data, the
“querying XML fits into the larger context of
information on data mining. Presents dozens of
control processes, in addition to word
algorithms and implementation examples, all in
processing."Because they are widely used in business, querying and XML. Querying XML provides a
comprehensive background from fundamental pseudo-code and suitable for use in real-world,
allow statistical and graphical of experimental data,
concepts (What is XML?) to data models (the
large-scale data mining projects Addresses
and can mimic laboratory experimentation,
Infoset, PSVI, XQuery Data Model), to APIs
advanced topics such as mining object-relational
spreadsheets provide an ideal tool for learning the
important features of computers and programming. (querying XML from SQL or Java) and more. * databases, spatial databases, multimedia
In addition, they are ideally suited for food science
Presents the concepts clearly, and demonstrates databases, time-series databases, text databases,
students, who usually do not have an extensive
them with illustrations and examples; offers a
the World Wide Web, and applications in several
mathematical background. Drawing from the many thorough mastery of the subject area in a single
fields Provides a comprehensive, practical look at
courses he has taught at UC Davis, Dr. Singh covers book. * Provides comprehensive coverage of
the concepts and techniques you need to get the
the general basics of spreadsheets using examples
XML query languages, and the concepts needed most out of your data
specific to food science. He includes more than 50
to understand them completely (such as the
A Light-line Phonography for the Million
solved problems drawn from key areas of food
XQuery Data Model). * Shows how to query
Oracle Application Express for Mobile Web
science, namely food microbiology, food chemistry,
Applications
XML documents and data using: XPath (the
sensory evaluation, statistical quality control, and
Music Data Mining
food engineering. Each problem is presented with the XML Path Language); XQuery, soon to be the
new W3C Recommendation for querying XML; OCA Oracle Database SQL Exam Guide (Exam
required equations and detailed steps necessary for
1Z0-071)
programming the spreadsheet. Helpful hints in using XQuery's companion XQueryX; and SQL,
featuring the SQL/XML * Includes an extensive Modern Database Management
the spreadsheets are also provided throughout the
text. Key Features * The first book to integrate
Oracle Application Express by Design
set of XQuery, XPath, SQL, Java, and other
speadsheets in teaching food science and technology examples, with links to downloadable code and A guide to the concepts and applications of
* Includes more than 50 solved examples of
computer graphics covers such topics as interaction
data samples.
spreadsheet use in food science and engineering *
techniques, dialogue design, and user interface
These Standard Prequalification Documents
Presents a step-by-step introduction to spreadsheet serve as a guide for those wanting to prequalify to software.
use * Provides a food composition database on a
bid on large contracts for projects financed by the
computer disk
World Bank. Qualifying as a bidder is separate
Oracle Application Express 4 Recipes provides an
from the bid evaluation process. Before
example-based approach to learning Application
invitations to bid on large or especially complex
Express—the ground-breaking, rapid application
works projects are issued, a process of
development platform included with every Oracle
Database license. The recipes format is ideal for the prequalification is required to select competent
quick-study who just wants a good example or two to bidders. This document helps bidders through
kick start their thinking and get pointed in the right the prequalification process. To simplify
direction. The recipes cover the gamut of Application presentation by applicants for prequalification,
Express development. Author and Application
standard forms have been prepared for the
Express expert Edmund Zehoo shows how to create submission of relevant information. Guidance
data entry screens, visualize data in the form of
notes and examples are provided for the
reports and charts, implement validation and backimplementing agency making the evaluation.
end logic, and much more. Solutions are presented in
Annexes give information about prequalification
an easy problem/solution format, which you can
copy and adapt for your own use. Detailed discussion that are likely to be of interest to potential bidders
on World Bank projects. NOTE: This replaces
for each solution deepens your understanding and
aids in customizing the solutions to fit your particular Standard Prequalification Document:
Procurement of Works (September 1999), Stock
development challenges. Teaches Application
Express via an example-based format Takes you from no. 14601 (ISBN 0-8213-4601-6).
beginner to intermediate level Shows how to build a Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides
fully-functional web store in just one hour
the concepts and techniques in processing
Optimizing Oracle Code
gathered data or information, which will be used
Expert One-on-One Oracle
in various applications. Specifically, it explains
Managing Cost, Schedule, and Quality
data mining and the tools used in discovering
Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c
knowledge from the collected data. This book is
OCA Oracle Database 12c SQL Fundamentals I
referred as the knowledge discovery from data
Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-061)
(KDD). It focuses on the feasibility, usefulness,
Computer Graphics

Provides examples and step-by-step instructions
on creating HTML-DB applications.
XML has become the lingua franca for
representing business data, for exchanging
information between business partners and
applications, and for adding structure– and
sometimes meaning—to text-based documents.
XML offers some special challenges and
opportunities in the area of search: querying
XML can produce very precise, fine-grained

effectiveness, and scalability of techniques of large
data sets. After describing data mining, this
edition explains the methods of knowing,
preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data.
It then presents information about data
warehouses, online analytical processing
(OLAP), and data cube technology. Then, the
methods involved in mining frequent patterns,
associations, and correlations for large data sets
are described. The book details the methods for
data classification and introduces the concepts
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